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            Get groceries and convenience store essentials
            

            Grocery delivery, exactly how you want it.
          

          
            Everything you crave, delivered.
            

            Your favorite local restaurants
          

          
            Grow your business with Vuba Vuba
            

            Partner with Vuba Vuba Today to reach new
            

            customers, increase order volume, and drive
            

            more sales
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              Download Our App

              
                Order anything and track it in real time with the Vuba Vuba App.
                

                Available on iOS and Android
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            How does it work?
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              1. Place your order

              
                It's free to order, so save time tackling your
                

                to-do list at home, at work, or on the go.
                

                Ordering from Vuba Vuba is quick and easy.
                

                Simply browse our selection, add items to
                

                your cart, and proceed to checkout.
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              2. Order Tracking

              
                Get your favorite food delivered in a flash.
                

                You’ll see when your rider’s picked up your
                

                order, and be able to follow them along the
                

                way. You’ll get a notification when they’re
                

                nearby, too.
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              3. Delivery Timeframes

              
                Our team works diligently to ensure prompt order
                

                processing and delivery. The estimated delivery time frame
                

                depends on your location. Typically, you can expect your
                

                order to arrive within 45 minutes. Please note that external
                

                factors such as unforeseen circumstances( Heavy rain) may
                

                affect delivery times
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        Frequently Asked Questions

        
          
            
              How does Vuba Vuba work?

              
                Vuba Vuba makes it easy to order from your favorite restaurants.
                Shop for
                

                items from grocery stores near you, with a selection of more
                than 600+
                

                merchants and trusted local grocers.
              

            

            
              What payment methods do you accept?

              
                We accept various payment methods to accommodate your
                preferences. You
                

                can securely complete your purchase using Visa/Mastercard,
                SmartCash,
                

                Mobile Money, Spenn and Vuba Wallet. Your payment information is
                

                encrypted and protected throughout the transaction.
              

            

            
              Do you offer discounts or promotions?

              
                Yes. We have daily buy one get one free deals on
                

                all orders every wednesday 2nd and 3rd week of the month from 2:30 PM till
                5:00 PM.
              
              

            

          


          
            
              Can I track my order?

              
                Yes, You'll be able to track your rider's movements and see when
                they pick up
                

                your order. Additionally, you'll get notified when they're close
                by.
              

            

            
              How can I contact customer support?

              
                We have a whatsapp helpline which allows clients to chat with
                our customer
                

                service representatives in real-time.
              

            

            
              
                How can I provide feedback or make suggestions?
              

              
                You can provide feedback or make suggestions through the app in
                the
                

                merchants tab.
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            CITIES WE ARE IN 📍
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          Want to list your business on Vuba Vuba ?

          
            Expand your business reach, grow your customer base, and
            streamline delivery with Vuba Vuba.
            Contact us  to thrive in the digital age and begin our journey together!
          

          
          Join Us
        

      


      
      
      
        GET IN TOUCH


        
        
          
            General Inquiries
          

          
            Partner inquiries
          

        

        
        
        
          
            
              
            

            
              
            

          

          
            
          

          
            
          

          
            
              Send
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            You order. We Deliver


            
              Join Us On
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              Trust Seal VALID!
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            Payments Methods
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            User Link

            
              	About Us
	Order Delivery
	Payment
	
                  Privacy Policy
                
	
                  Terms & Services
                


            

          


          

          
            Downloads

            
              Order anything and track it
              

              in real time with the Vuba
              

              Vuba app
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          © 2020 - 2024. Vuba Vuba Africa LTD. All rights reserved.
        

      

      
        
          
            
            
            
            
            
              
                
                
              
            
          
        
      

    

    

  
  


  
      
        
        Privacy Notice

      

      

 At VUBA VUBA AFRICA LTD, we are on your side and we care about you and your personal data. As a result, we have developed this Privacy Notice. 

By continuing to browse this website, you agree to the terms of the privacy notice Learn more about our Data Protection Policy.
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